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1. Introduction. Let (Ω, F, P) be a complete probability space
endowed with a non-decreasing right continuous family (Ft)t^0 of sub
σ-fields of F with F = V^o Ft such that Fo contains all null sets. Let

λ be a non-negative predictable process such that Py\ Xsds < co j = 1

for all t. An ^-adapted process N = (Nt) is called a stochastic point
process with the intensity λ if N has right continuous paths taking
values in Z+ = {0, 1, 2, •} with NQ = 0, ANt = Nt - Nt- = 0 or 1, and

if Nt = Nt — 1 Xsds is a local martingale. Throughout, we assume that
Jo

the stochastic point process N with the intensity λ satisfies the following
conditions:

(S) Ft = σ(Na, s ^ t), i.e., Ft is the completion of the σ-field
generated by (Ns, 8 <Lt),

(B) N belongs to the space BMO.

Then we can define the finite measure μ on the α-field Ξ of all predictable
subsets A of [0, oo) x Ω by

(1) μ(A) = E^ IAXsds]

We shall adopt the following notations and definitions:

(2) L\μ) denotes the set of all predictable processes / with

(3) L00^) - {feL\μ); ll/IUcot,, < -}

(4) Φ denotes the set of all real valued set functions v on ([0, ©o)χfl,
S, JM) such that v(AUB) = v(i) + v(5) if A, BeΞ and AnB=0,
\\v\\ = sup{Σ*=il^C4.<)h {-4.1, * ,-4»} is a measurable partition of
[0, co) x Ω) < co, and v(A) = 0 if A e Ξ and μ(A) = 0;

( 5 ) U(f)(t) = [fsdN, for / 6 L\μ)
Jo
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(6) V(f)(t) = \tfβNs for feL"(μ);
JO

where the integrals in (5) and (6) are to be interpreted as Stieltjes-
Lebesgue integrals.

Our aim is to prove the following theorems.

THEOREM 1. U is an isomorphism of Lι(μ) onto H1 such that
(l/2 HiVllβMo)"1 ^ ||#11 ^ 1- Furthermore, V is an isomorphism of L°°(μ)
onto BMO such that 1/VΎ ̂  | | F | | ^ l/ΪO [|iV||BMo.

Now, let veΦ and define W by

(7) W(v)(Y) = ( V-\Y)dv , FeBMO ,
J[0,oo)xβ

where F " 1 is the inverse of V and the integral is a Radon integral.

THEOREM 2. The dual space BMO* of BMO is Φ. More precisely,
the mapping W:Φ —> BMO* #i?;ew δi/ £/z,e formula (7) is isomorphic and
we have (vΊθ H^HBMO)"1 ̂  ||TΓ|| ^ VΊΓ.

The martingale representation theorem obtained in [1] plays an important
role in our discussion. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
martingale theory as is given in [1] and [5].

2. Preliminaries, (a) The spaces H1 and BMO. Let L denote the
class of all right continuous local martingales X over (Ft) with Xo = 0.
Every XeL has a unique decomposition Xt=Xc

t+Xty where Xc is the con-
tinuous part of X and Xd is the purely discontinuous part of X, orthogonal
to all continuous local martingales. Let (X% Xc) denote the continuous
increasing process such that (Xc)2 — (Xc, Xc) eL. For every XeL,
[X, X] denotes the process defined by [X, X]t = {X% Xc)t + Σ.s* (^X)2>
where the summation is taken over all points of discontinuity of X and
JXt = Xt-Xt_. For X, YeL, we set [X, Y] = {[X + Y, X + Y] -
[ X - Y,X- Γ]}/4. Let H1 denote the Banach space of all X e L such
that \\X\\Hi = E[[X, X]H2] < co. Let us denote by | |X||BMO the smallest
positive constant c such that c2 dominates a.s., i?[[X, X]oo — [X, X]T~\FT]
for every stopping time T. The space BMO is the Banach space of all
XeL with | | X | | B M O < °O.

LEMMA 1. Let Y be a square integrable martingale. Then

IIΓIUMO ^l/"5"sup{JS7[[X, YU; \\X\\Hl £ 1} .

The proof is given in [4].
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(b) The stochastic point process. Let N be a stochastic point process
with the intensity λ. Then we have the following.

LEMMA 2. Let f be a predictable process.

( i ) // P(Y \fs\\ds < ocΛ = 1 for all t, then the process (Y f8dNs)

belongs to L.

(ii) // E I \f8\Xsds < co, then the process (\ fsdN8J is a uniformly

integrable martingale.

For the proof of (i), see [3, Proposition 2] or [2], and (ii) follows
from (i).

We note that [N, N]τ — Nτ and 0 ̂  ANT — ΔNT <: 1 for any stopping time
T. If N is a uniformly integrable martingale, we have

E[[N, ΛΓL - [N, N]T_\FT] = EIN^ - NTJFT]

- Nτ_ I Fτ] + E\J^ Xsds I Ήr

Therefore, the stochastic point process N with the intensity λ satisfies
the condition (B) if and only if there exists a positive constant d such
that for any stopping time Γ,

(8) ^ΓΓλ.dslίvΊ ^ d2 .

This implies that μ of (1) is a finite measure.

3 Example. Here we give an example of a stochastic point process
N with the intensity λ, which satisfies the conditions (S) and (B).

Let If be a Poisson process, i.e., a stochastic point process with the
intensity 1, and let Gt = σ{Mt, s <; t). Define the process N by Nt = MtM,
where ί Λ 1 = min (ί, 1). Let Ft = σ(N8, s ^ t) and Xt = JlOll](t). Then N
and λ are as required. Indeed, since

/* = JV* — 1 Xsds = MtA1 — t Λ 1 ,
Jo

it is easy to see that N is a stochastic point process with the intensity
λ over (Gt). By the definition of M, the process (MtA1 — t A 1) is a 6?r

martingale. Hence iV is an JPVmartingale, because FtaGt. Thus the
condition (S) is satisfied. Furthermore, for any stopping time T,

\ds\Fj\ ^
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Consequently, N belongs to BMO over (Ft) by (8).

4. Proof of Theorem 1. First, we show that U is a continuous
linear mapping of L\μ) into H\ For this purpose, let feL\μ). By

Lemma 2, the process ί I \fs\dN8j is a uniformly integrable martingale.

Since Aϋ(f)(t) = fJNu we have

~ \fs\dN8]

Thus ||£/|| ^ 1, and the linearity of U is obvious. On the other hand,

by the martingale representation theorem [1, Theorem 3.4], every XeH1

fsdNs, where / is a predictable process such

that Pl\ \fs\\ds < ooj = i for all t. Define X'eL by Xί = ['\fs\dNs.

Then we° have [X', X'\ = Σ s ^ f (|/SMΛΓS)
2 - [X, JSΓ],, which implies that

\\X\\Hι = HX'lUi and X ' e ί ί 1 . By Fefferman's inequality [5], we have

( 9 ) \\j \\LHμ) ~

= E[[X', NU ^ 1/2" ||X!|7Ji||iV||BM0 ,

so that feL\μ) and X= U(f). Namely, U': L\μ) -^ H1 is isomorphic,
and (τ/2 ||̂ VUBMO)""1 ^ \\U\\.

Next, we show the latter part of the theorem. Let geL^iμ) and

V(g)(t) = Γ gsdNs. Let X e ί ί 1 and / = U~\X) eL\μ), where U~' denotes
Jo

the inverse of U. Then we have

r r~ fsgsdNsE[[X, V(g)U^E[\[X, V(g)U] =

which follows from (9). Since E[[V(g), F(flr)]J = £?ΓΓ flr?λ,As] < «,

is a square integrable martingale. It follows from Lemma 1 that

O ̂  VTsup {^[[X, F(fir)]J; ||X||Hi ^ 1} ^ v Ί δ ||iV||BMo||fiΊU
iW
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Therefore, V is a continuous linear mapping of LΓ{μ) into BMO such
that 11711 ̂ i / Ϊ O ||NHBMO. TO see that L°°(μ) and BMO are isomorphic
under the mapping V, let FeBMO and set C(f) = E[[U(f), Y]J for
every feL\μ). Then by Fefferman's inequality and the former part,

\C{f)\ £

from which it follows that C is a bounded linear functional on L 1 ^).

Hence, there exists geL^iμ) such that C{f) = \fgdμ for all feL\μ).

Namely,

C(f) = E[\~ fsgsxsdsj = E[\~f.g.dN.~\ = E[[U(f), V(g)U , / e L\μ) ,

and by the definition of C( ) we have E[[X, 7(flr)]J = E[[X, ΓJJ for all
XeH\ Therefore, Y= V(g). Furthermore, if feL\μ) and geL^iμ),

then, as \\fθdμ\ - |S[[^(/), 7(flr)]J| ^ VΎ ||/IUiw||F(flr)||BMo, we have

; \\f\\Li{μ) £ l] £ VΎ \\V{g)\\™o .(10) \\g\\L~{μ) = sup | | j fgdμ

This implies that l/ i/2 ^ 11711. Thus the theorem is proved.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. Let veΦ and ΓeBMO. Then it is clear
that W(v) is linear, and by (10) we have

\W(v)(Y)\ ^ \\V-\Y)\\L-{μ)\\v\\ £ T / 2 " I | Γ | | B M O | | V | | ,

which implies that T7(v)eBM0* and ||WΊ| ̂ VΎ. On the other hand,
if B e BMO*, then from Theorem 1 it follows that for every geL°°(μ)f

\B V{g)\ ^ll^llll^^llBMo^llSIK^iOlliVllBMoll^lU^)).

Namely, B-V is a bounded linear functional on L°°(μ). Then there
exists v 6 Φ such that

B . V{g) = \ gdv= W{v) - V(g) for all g 6 L°°(μ) .
J[0,oo)XΩ

Therefore, B = W{v) on BMO by Theorem 1. Furthermore, we have by

Theorem 1,

IMI = \\W{ιή V\\ ̂  H^ωiK^ΪOIIiVllBMo) ,

so that (T/ΪOIIJVUBMO)"1 ̂  \\W\\. Thus the theorem is established.
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